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ABSTRACT 

DNA, RNA and proteins are seemed to be immensely substantial tools for nano 

biotechnological applications, this is since their exceptional biochemical   properties and role. 

Particularly RNA is categorized over comparatively high temperature stability, varied 

organizational pliability and their performance natural circumstances. Above properties made 

RNA a valued constituent for bio-nanotechnology processes and usefulness, especially RNA 

Nanotechnology, could synthesize complex molecules using simple molecules through de nova 

nanostructures having exceptional utility by the strategy, integration and manipulations of most 

predominant processes which are usually based on different RNA structures and because of 

their vital biochemical properties. The current chapter emphasis on the basic principles inspires 

the normal design of RNA nanostructures, pronounces the important methods are used in 

constructing nanoparticles self-assemblages, further describes the associated challenges and 

excelled opportunities of RNA nanotechnology in near future.              
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1. Introduction: 

Engineering or manipulation of active systems at nanometer scale in known as 

Nanotechnology, the principle governing material and device design varies intensely as of 

those instituted at the macro level. Utmost importantly, all together involves dimishment or 

trimming of current technologies to up to nanometer scale (Figure 1), where the mode of 

manipulations micro and macromolecular systems since their beginning of a hierarchy 

upwards, constructing basic new potential technologies which tends to transform organism’s 

manipulations towards commercialization. That is usually comprises information technology, 

nano electronics and nanomedicine applied in numerous pharmaceuticals, biotechnological 

applications and many more to come.             

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of RNA nanotechnology and its associated applications. 

             

The range of ideas and advantages of nanotechnology interconnect with corresponding broad 

groups of methods and constituents, because they comprise exceptional properties. One among 



such unit is related with the structuring of biochemical processes, systems and biomolecules in 

innovative forms and functions, which widely called as bio nanotechnology [1]. 

According to the reports of Nadrian Seeman and coworkers, area of nanotechnology 

capitalizing the existence of nucleic acids has its genesis. Since 30 years, they commanded the 

progress of DNA nanotechnology by using DNA structures [2-5]. Concisely, this technology 

utilizes the properties of DNA especially the complementarity properties for structuring DNA 

fragments with distinct secondary structures through established Watson and Crick interactions 

such as A-T and G-C base pairing, comparatively lesser number of basic organizational rules 

constructed on nucleic acid structural motifs (Figure 2). These basic organizational rules give 

rise to manipulation and testing of different 3D DNA scaffolds through various interconnection 

platforms [6-10] and few among them are potentially applied targeted delivery systems through 

functions as DANA nano capsules [11&12] or DNA nano transporters for other molecular 

functions [13].                             

Beside this there is another technology called as DNA-origami, which was introduced by Paul 

Rothemund [14] and further it has been stretched from its basic constraint for creating various 

2D DNA shapes [15] and they are useful models to create 3D objects like pyramidal 

tetrahedron, nanorobot, functional nanobox or shapes depends upon the structural integrity 

(transegrity) or helix bundles. In similar fashion Chad and his colleagues have carried out 

substantial research work using oligonucleotides of DNA in synthesizing nanoparticle probes 

(NPP) through altering colloidal nanoparticles by relatively small numbers of nucleotides 

(oligonucleotides) on addition of complementary or corresponding sequence, that permits the 

self-assemblages of nanoparticles into 2 to 3D (3 dimensional) designs [1].     



 

Figure 2: Showing comparative model of single stranded RNA and double stranded DNA 

molecules and their base pairing, and also indicated the uracil nucleotide replaced in place of 

thymine nucleotide which we could generally see in DNA molecule. 

The characterization of RNA as a messenger in especially transcription process was deliberated 

in 1940s and 1950s [16] its molecular usefulness was described in 1960s [17]. Later stage Tom 

Ceck and Sidney Altman who confirm the rRNA precursor splicing has transformed the 

understanding of RNA [1]. Before being catalytic activity supposed to be kept only for proteins, 

and this innovation led to the chains of additional multitasking functions consigned to RNA. 

In later year’s innovations by Craig Mello and Andrew Fire, concerning to the potentials of 

RNA on selective regulation of gene expression in animal models by using interference RNA 

(RNAi) technology, has paved the way for RNA as an exceptionally vital molecules for 

understandings exclusively their applications in science, molecular medicine and engineering.  

Specifically, the capability in understanding in creating suitable functional RNAs directed 

towards originating the subdivisions such as RNA nanotechnology, breakthrough in RNA 

nanotechnology occurred after the innovations of Luc Jaeger, Neocles, Eric Westhof and 



Peixuan Guo- targeted to overcome the problems associated in synthetic biology and 

nanomedicine. As per Bramsen et al [18], presently there are about 20 different RNA 

nanotechnology-based drugs under clinical trials. Among them major drugs are now in phase 

I and phase II trials, unfortunately, yet none of them reached the phase III of the clinical trials.                  

After achieving initial success, the present technology was overweighed because of huge 

expectation and deliverables [19], anyhow nowadays the gains by the use of RNA 

nanotechnology has been progressively improved for smart devices applications. This is reality, 

because many growing startup companies are working on production of highly innovative RNA 

nano therapeutic drugs. Which is exclusively strengthening of diverse catalytic activities all 

together organizes the forms and functions with the specific stoichiometry and orientation in 

3D space.         

2. The basis of RNA nanotechnology 

The strong basis of RNA nanotechnology attracted various fields in relation to concepts of 

RNA structure and their function that strengthen both along with this, it can immensely increase 

the design development for defining the sequences required for the accurate folding and 

assemblages of RNA nano objects. In most of the cases RNA design methods basically works 

in converse of RNAs standard structure functional identification practices. Generally RNA 

sequences are presumed and problem at finger is to define the secondary structure of RNA and 

eventually the RNA three dimensional structures. This is often achieved by the NMR and X-

ray crystallography techniques, nevertheless RNA secondary structural information, whether 

resulted by the laboratory experiments or computational algorithms, is very useful in 

determination of complex 3 D structure of RNA molecule. Once tested, the 3-dimensional 

structure later gives stage from which function can be well described and known. In exactly 

reverse manner RNA nanodesign firstly chooses among the 3-dimensional structure and 

specific position of scaffold assembly and functional elements and then is the secondary 

structure and finally primary structure defined. Since from many years’ lots of efforts have 

been put in algorithms development especially for the computational forecasting of secondary 

and three-dimensional structures of RNA, then works were carried out on de novo with 

significant contributions using secondary structure.                                       

The main important characteristic features of 3-dimensional RNA structures (Figure 3) have 

also been deliberated practically, for instance, single molecular imaging or computationally by 

molecular dyanamics. Given techniques have both provided and also have employed 



information gained on structure and function of virsl genomes and non-coding regions of RNAs 

(example: ribosomes. Therefore, the information acquired from these broad studies on RNA 

structure and function is now being useful to design nanoparticles using RNA [1].  

Nanoparticles ability to form multivalence, degradation tolerant and targeting specific 

molecules have been established [20] (see Functionalization and Modification). The RNA 

nanotechnology provides numbers of applications especially for nanomedicine. And it is also 

prominently accelerated with special attention on designing biocompatible molecules when 

comparing with other molecules such as liposomal, peptide or artificial nanomaterial 

conjugates for RNA based functionalities (Figure 4).                   

Nanoparticles synthesized using RNA can be furnished with traditionally modified with 

different combinations of therapeutic drugs or biosensors, they demonstrate potential 

improvement in targeting and penetration of cells or tissues in safe and efficient way [ 21], they 

also delivers in mixtures like multi target therapies, concurrent imaging and advanced imaging 

technologies with proper therapeutics. Apart from this, they promise strict regulation of three-

dimensional orientation and stoichiometry of these agents.           

 

Figure 3: Depicting 3-D structure of RNA molecule. 



Lastly, remedies rely on these doctrines based on distinct mechanism by the current drugs and 

accordingly straightaway it can develop the advantageous potential of current therapies 

yielding innovative opportunities with a specific focus on therapies towards the treatment of 

disease caused by the drug resistant microbes they are usually termed as fatal diseases. Easy 

adaptability of RNA molecule, requires relatively less free energy in RNA strengthening, due 

to ductility of sequence, selection in structural arrangement, regulator, also by characteristic 

feature such as self-assemblage kind of RNA is an ultimate component in bionanotechnology 

applications. Potential familiarization of RNA paradigm patterned, superstructures or designed 

arrangements. RNA gene sequence can facilitate the development of hexagonal palladium 

nanoparticles [22].       

Encoded self-assemblage nature of RNA ladders can dictate prearrangement in cation-based 

gold nano particles; intermittently spaced RNA constructions can help to form scaffolds of 

nanocrystal [23]. Mathematically regular forms like trimers, polygons dimers could be created 

by RNA molecule [24]. Self-assemblage connection between interlinking coils, self-

association by a palindromic order, the constant growth to classified assembly, comfortable 

association biological empathy makes RNA molecule a very decent constituent to build 

scaffolds exclusively in group of cells manipulations or engineering [25]. Numerous research 

laboratories have established aptamers from RNA as a biological sensor. 

 

Figure 4: A model combination of natotechnology and biotechnology method in producing 

industrially important product. 



3. Opportunities using RNA nanotechnology 

Recent advancement in RNA known for their innovation in nanotherapies or nanomedicine   

applications that comprise cell detection and binding analysis; well directed transport through 

receptor molecule facilitated the cellular ingestion, intracellular regulator and computation 

through gene silencing mechanism, nuclear coat infiltration, and brain plasma barrier 

transitory. Utmost important medical or beneficial RNA components are discussed below. 

3.1 Small interfering RNA (siRNA)  

It is generally coiled with nearly 25 nucleotides long and restricts the gene expression by 

splitting the messenger RNA by a protein-RNA complex named RISC (RNA-induced silencing 

complex). The small interfering RNA particularly conquers the pronouncing targeted protein 

whose messenger RNA comprises a gene sequence similar to the sense strand of the interfering 

RNA. This finding was made in the year 2006 by the scientists Andrew Fire and Craig Mello 

and they awarded with a Nobel Prize [26].  

3.2 Ribozymes 

 They are typically RNA molecules and catalysis numerous enzymatic and biochemical 

reactions. Ribozymes are therapeutically very important because they can regulate the gene 

function by interference and cleaves RNA substrates. Viral genomes RNA and messenger RNA 

encompasses a gene sequence that corresponds to the catalytic center of ribozyme. Scientists 

Thomas C. and Sydney Altman were awarded with the Noble Prize in the year 1989. Above 

this described ribozyme mediated technology has due importance in designing therapeutic 

drugs development.    

3.3 RNA aptamer 

These are oligonucleotide molecules and their functions are comparable with the antibodies 

since they have got potential in identification of particular nucleotides, peptides or organic 

compounds by establishing binding compartments SELEX  [27]; this is one technique to 

scrutinizing the aptamers unarranged RNA pools developed by Ellington and Szostak [28], and 

Tuerk and Gold [29]. Through the present technique, numerous RNA aptamer has been 

designated to target markers applicable towards specific disorders [30]. 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3149862/#R99


3.4 Riboswitches  

RNA molecular machineries that bind tiny particles that regulates gene expression in reply to 

organism’s requirement. In concerning to the biological regulator mechanism, riboswitches 

(Figure 5) can identify complex metabolites, and tend to bring early termination of messenger 

RNA transcription, stops ribosomes from translating messenger RNAs, to cut these messenger 

RNAs and they activate messenger RNA degradation [31]. Consequently, these RNA switches 

could be manipulated to produce an innovative age group controller device structured by means 

of drug-like particles near poise the expression levels of selected genes of living organism. This 

corresponds the RNA originated gene-regulator device hold potential in upcoming gene 

therapies by providing nano-scale cis-acting modulation [32].  

Several RNA constituents that includes small interference RNAs, antisense RNAs, ribozymes, 

riboswitches, aptamers together with other catalytic or excision RNA shall be simply combined 

into RNA nanoparticles. The key benefits of RNA nano medicine contain the following: 1) 

self-assemblage 2) multiple-valency; 3) selected transfer; 4) non-protein 5) nano size; 6) 

measured mixture of distinct assembly stoichiometry; 7) combination treatment, analysis 

remedy effects into single particle. 

Converse assemblage in RNA gene molecule can tend to multiple-valency. Every component 

might be discretely functionalized to transport diverse beneficial payloads, reporter genes and 

pinpointed ligands. Cell-based-specific transfer permits a lesser dose of drug to be 

administered, consequently that carries reduced lateral effects. The multivalent method 

comparable to that of combination treatment, where a combination of medications is used to 

produce a collective result. Multi-valency schemes a supplementary exclusive benefit, in which 

treatment uncovers the therapeutic possessions may be grouped as nanoparticle exhibited 

beneath lone administration [33]. 

Presently, a diversity of additional multivalent nanoparticles has been characterized; though, 

constructing homologous units and steady duplication in copy numbers among population is 

interesting. Somewhat ambiguity of construction, stoichiometry can cause random lateral 

effects or generic noxiousness. Through the RNA nanotechnology, assemblages of similar 

nanoparticles could be “developed”, typically having extremely higher reproducibility rate, 

distinct assembly, thus easing superiority and protection. 



 

Figure 5: Typical mechanism of action of riboswitches. 

Since molecular sizes of the RNA molecules measured in nano-scale remains additional 

benefit. Especially to active transfer of these nanoparticles to the diseased tissues or organs, 

numerous studies recommend particles ranging from 10–50 nm are perfect to non-viral vectors 

as they contain huge adequate to be taken form and sufficient to pass through the cell membrane 

structures by the cell surface receptor facilitated endocytosis process. Nanoparticle transfer 

probably best candidature in advancing the pharmacodynamics, bio distribution and 

pharmacokinetics. Non-protein property can circumvent introduction of foreign particles, 

permitting repetitive administration in therapy of long-lasting disorders including tumor, 

diseases caused by viruses, also hereditary disorders. Furthermore, RNA nanoparticles can be 

categorized by the food and drug administration. 

Prospect in RNA nanotechnology in disorder treatment demonstrated in the phi29 pRNA 

therapeutic organization [33]. Cultivation of the artificial multivalent RNA nanoparticles 

comprising receptor-binding ligands or aptamers triggered the cell binding and entrance for 

administered drugs, then programmed cell death that is apoptosis. The distribution 

effectiveness and therapeutic outcome confirmed later during the animal test trials. The 3-

dimensional design, circular arrangement, folding energy, and nucleotide dissimilarity in RNA 

are useful to produce RNase tolerant RNA nanoparticles through reduced noxiousness and to 

confirm processing of chimeric RNA complexe inside small interference RNA by Dicer after 

the transport. 



4. Challenges associated with RNA nanotechnology 

Formation of RNA nanoparticle comprises coupling of functionalities, module linking, subunit 

labelling and chemical alteration of nucleic acid fragments. Both chemical and biological 

methods are applied in producing RNA structure blocks. Though the present technology has 

raised much heights, still there is an opportunity for the improvement. RNA molecular structure 

prediction is Solitary of the foremost important contests in RNA nanotechnology is to 

recognize the exact assembly of the folded RNA nanoparticle. Since the uncommon folding 

characters, the rule is to elucidate folding of RNA gene molecules are yet to be categorized. By 

using RNA 2 dimensional prediction system, only up to 70% of structure can be forecasted 

precisely [34]. However numerous online resources like Mfold, 233 RNA designer, 234 

Scaffold, 235 NUPACK, 115 nanofolder, 236 and hyperfold, 182 have been established, 

forecasting of precise RNA assembly and folding remains tricky. RNA 3 dimensional and 4-

dimensional assembly forecast is even more understated. Progressions in bioinformatics tools 

have further perceptions in RNA structure forecast and computing intermolecular interactions 

but still more sophisticated tools are most anticipated [35]. 

4.1 Stability 

Natural form of RNA molecule is extremely sensitive to nucleases enzyme especially the 

RNases. Because of this uncertainty it has become a major limiting issue for its use in nano 

material structure. With the progression in technology, numerous key measures have been 

taken into account to increase the stability of RNA gene molecule which comprises; chemical 

alteration of bases (5-Br-Ura and 5-I-Ura); modifications in phosphate linking and variations 

like 2′-F, 2′-O-Me, 2′-NH2 on C2′ carbon [217, 218]. RNA integrity can also be amplified 

through the synthesis of peptide RNNs, locked nucleic acids with joining and 3′ plugging [36]. 

Amongst these the 2′-fluorine alteration is most appropriate since its effect on RNA molecular 

folding and role is negligible [37]. 

4.1 In vivo half‑life and preservation time 

In vivo preservation time of a nanoparticle can be its magnitude, making it a critical thing in 

RNA nanotechnology. Many methodical reports propose 10 nm–100 nm sized particles are 

optimum for non-viral vector constructed transfer. Particles inside this array are big enough to 

be reserved in the form and slighter enough to bind the cell receptors and they cross cell 

membrane [38]. Henceforth ideal extent of RNA nanoparticle is so vital for its biological 

distribution and advanced preservation duration for in vivo transfer. The half-life of chemically 

altered RNA nanoparticles was found to be 5–10 h [39]. So, chemicals alterations have 



someway reduced, this tricky issue connected to RNA nanoparticle half-life and preservation 

time but still, there is a space for the improvement. 

4.2 Limited carrying capacity 

Now, RNA based nanoparticles have restricted carrying extent and is a main problem 

connected to the RNA nanotechnology. The terminal end of the nanoparticle can be 

characterized by the molecule, mainly of reduced size. Entire chain classification can intensify 

the carrying capacity of the nanoparticle nevertheless might leading to misfolding of the 

nanoparticle due to steric interference eventually proceeded to release of the intended molecule. 

Computational approaches can be employed to pinpoint the site where the target molecule can 

be presented without damaging the nanoparticle. The carrying ability of RNA nanoparticles 

can be augmented by creating dendrimers and RNA dendrimers have been industrialized up to 

generation 4 [40]. Dendrimers usually can rise the carrying capacity since branched 

construction and therefore can lead to enlarged transfer of therapeutic RNA molecule. 

Nevertheless, saturation of therapeutic RNA can lead to gene degradation and dissimilar 

binding and can cause cytotoxicity within the organisms [41, 42]. So, RNA nanoparticles with 

minor carrying ability are more advantageous especially in animal models because of their 

lower toxicity level. Consequently, this can boost the improvement of RNA nanoparticles with 

high carrying capacity and lower toxicity and it is a great opportunity for researcher in 

exploring with this specific challenge.  

 

4.3 Scaling up 

Because of the high production cost of RNA nanoparticle molecules has limited its applications 

in pharmaceutical industries. Majority of RNA particles are majorly designed inside the range 

of chemical combination (Max. of 80 nt). Through the advancement in the technology, the 

price of oligosynthesis is significantly reduced. Nowadays 10 gm of RNA can be produced per 

cycle. Though, industrial scale purification is still tricky. Gel electrophoresis and HPLC have 

limited competences giving low outcome. Recently, ultracentrifugation technique is used for 

the purification of RNA nanoparticles with significantly high in production [43]. 

 

4.4 Endosome escape 

RNA based nanoparticles can also be delivered to human body by the way of receptor mediated 

endocytosis process. Accordingly, chasing the RNA nanoparticle inside the cell is been added 

foremost important challenge in reference to RNA nanotechnology. Which is just similar to 

endocytic pathway, then these RNA nanoparticles could develop primary endosomal vesicle. 



Once after arrangement, RNA based nanoparticles can be moved to the late endosome and then 

to lysosomes, where these nanoparticles get entrapped themselves instead reaching the target 

molecules.     

 

5. Conclusion 

In combination of superior design and approaches of RNA based nanoparticles can applied in 

developing various computational methods and production processes. The current in RNA 

based nanotechnology have promising applications in synthesis of modular RNA units by 

establishing broad variety of compact, thermostable constructions or structures. RNA 

electronics can offer realistically engineered tertiary structures into RNA nanoparticles 

gathering increases cells or tissue immunity towards the nuclease enzyme exclusively RNases 

catalysis activities and demonstrated by molecular tiling puzzle.               

Comprehensive studies of kissing interactions (these interactions that are made in RNA 

molecule when two nitrogenous bases between two hairpin loops pair) and later repairs by 

tertiary folding multi-helix connections have experimentally revealed some of the 

thermodynamic limitations that dictate RNA folding. Too many contests to comprehending the 

conceivable of RNA nanotechnology is been continued, nevertheless with additional 

expansions in computational and design techniques, collectively with an ever-growing library 

of information of RNA structure constructions and their properties, we can be able pass through 

the coherent formation of steady complex, multidimensional constructions gifted to perform 

numerous characters in nanomedicine, pharmacology, synthetic biology, and in other superior 

fields of bio nanotechnology in overall. 
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